Abstract Based on the similarity in models of the early Sun and the 3-D common focal region of the micro-pinch in X-pinch experiments, a novel hybrid fusion configuration by continuous focusing of multiple Z-pinched plasma beams on spatially symmetric plasma is proposed. By replacing gravity with Lorentz force with subsequent centripetal spherical pinch, the beamtarget fusion reactivity is enhanced in a quasi-spherical converging region, thus achieving MICF. An assessment, presented here, suggests that a practical fusion power source could be achieved using deuterium alone. Plasma instabilities can be suppressed by fast rotation resulting from an asymmetric tangential torsion in the spherical focal region of this configuration. Mathematical equivalence with the Sun allows the development of appropriate equations for the focal region of MICF, which are solved numerically to provide density, temperature and pressure distributions that produce net fusion energy output. An analysis of MICF physics and a preliminary experimental demonstration of a single beam are also carried out.
Introduction
Human first time achieved thermal nuclear fusion is the hydrogen bomb explosion by detonating an atomic bomb to induce centripetal compression of the encapsulated fusion fuel to reach very high density and temperature. Later, scientists tested conductive hollow metal wire explosion encapsulated fusion fuel induced by high current to obtain fusion neutron emission. All above fusion events are utilizing the same rationale i.e. implosion. What is the most hopeful approach to the fusion energy application? To answer this question, we should make an overall historical review of fusion research experiences, during the past sixty years, which have been performed by mankind laboratory on the earth, and evaluate the current status of mainstream fusion research approaches. The fusion scientists of the United States and UK favored the development of small aspect ratio tokamak, like CIT (ORNL), SMART (Culham), due to its good plasma performances. People have been wondering why ball lightening plasma that occasionally appears in the nature can be sustained for more than ten seconds without strong magnetic field confinement? Why the fusion reactions can be sustained continuously in the Sun without strong magnetic field confinement, only relying on the strong gravity. What role does the spherically shaped plasma play? Some strong inferences can be drawn: a spherical plasma shape will be more stable than a toroidal one; the strong magnetic field is uncertain as a necessary condition; the extremely high temperature is not a necessary condition, but extremely high density is a necessary condition. Why is it that, in the Sun and other stars in the universe, continuous fusion reactions can be sustained and release a large amount of energy, through the D-D, D-P reactions and even the P-P chain, while all above reactions are very difficult to achieve in laboratory plasmas? We are surprised that the temperature is as low as 3.1 keV within the solar core region to achieve continuous fusion. To crack this mystery we have to make a comprehensive survey of the dynamic process of the early evolution of celestial bodies, through fast rotation leading to extremely dense centripetal pinch collapse by radiation, consequently leading to a high density state and ultimately to very high gravity. As further evolution of the X-pinch concept to simulate the early evolution of the Sun, the authors have proposed [1] the MICF concept based on converging of multi-pinched plasma beams as shown in Fig. 1 by utilizing the Lorentz force to replace the gravity in the Sun and heavy water vapor discharge plasma to replace the D-T plasma fuel cycle. The mechanism analysis and preliminary experimental demonstration have been separately carried out by collaboration partners involving Southwestern Institute of Physics, Southwest University for Nationalities (China) and Nuclear Science and Technology Institute of Sichuan University (China), respectively [2] . In the author's opinion the better configuration for a controlled fusion reactor should be a sphericallyshaped plasma with high speed rotation to suppress instabilities, similar to the cores of stars, which have inherent self-adjusting and self-organization properties to suppress a variety of inherent instabilities. The strong magnetic field is not required since the magnetic confinement of plasmas in fusion experiments can be significantly degraded due to perturbations of the magnetic field and producing alternating electrical field which is fatal to stability.
To explore some other hopeful candidate fusion approaches, man-made stable "spherical plasmas" can be produced in the laboratory by the convergence of multiple pinched plasma beams that can be resulted from Z-pinch or θ-pinch, and "Z-pinch plus θ-pinch", for example in a low aspect ratio spherical tokomak, i.e. A = R/a ≤1. 4 , where R is the major radius of the torus and a is the plasma minor radius. The confinement times of "spherical plasmas" can be as long as 1-5 seconds. The basic rationale can be proved using the Bernstein energy principle by utilizing the small perturbation theory method to minimize δW, the total potential energy variation (after a rigid displacement, δξ). This stable spherical plasma configuration possesses some marvelous characteristics:
a. Based on "free energy criteria", this spherical plasma shape has "minimized free energy", because the plasma surface area is minimized. That means no instabilities can be developed, since usually instabilities are regarded to be driven by the minimization of free energy;
b. During the convergence of multi-pinched plasma beams to form "spherical plasma", work should be done by the generalized surface tension of dense plasma fluids to reduce the free energy, finally to reach an equilibrium state, i.e. a stable minimized free energy, so called "Taylor state". This is resulted from the automatic reconnection of the magnetic field lines to form a closed magnetic flux surface outside the converging region; c. A thermodynamics equation can be shown for this process:
where σ is generalized plasma surface tension including EM perturbation-induced forces, dW is the work done by generalized plasma magnetic surface tension resulted from good curvature, and dF is the free energy variation of the system. After integrating over Eq. (1) we have:
In Eq. (2), the integral constant is independent of plasma surface area. Surface tension equals to the free energy per unit surface area. So the free energy criteria can be described as: the free energy is minimized at the equilibrium state for all possible variations under the condition that the system temperature and volume both are fixed. For a fixed plasma volume, the spherical plasma shape has minimized surface area.
Multiple pinched plasma beam convergence can produce a "good curvature" configuration, the so-called "cusped magnetic field" which is very stable. Small perturbation ξ principle can be shown as follows.
Suppose a small perturbation ξ = ξ 0 e −iωt occurs in plasma, then we have
, and v 0 = 0, E 0 = 0 for equilibrium state plasma, δρ, δ v, δp, δ B, δ j, δ E are the perturbations of mass density, fluid velocity, plasma pressure, magnetic field, plasma current and electric field, respectively.
The total potential energy variation of the closed system δW can be divided into three components after a small rigid displacement perturbation ξ happens in the pinched plasma:
The component of potential energy variation on the surface of each plasma beam (or converging sphere region) can be obtained by surface integral;
where d s is differential plasma surface element vector, and n is normal vector on the surface, B 0 is the magnetic field outside the plasma surface before perturbation, p 0 is the pressure on the plasma surface before perturbation. And the component of potential energy variation in the vacuum region outside the plasma beam can be calculated by the volume integral:
where d V is integral volume element, δ B is magnetic field perturbation. We can easily find this integral is always positive definite term, while δW plasma
Here, the first term of the integrand in Eq. (6) is always positive definite and refers to slow shear Alfv'en wave energy, δ B ⊥ is perpendicular component of magnetic field perturbation; the second term is also always positive definite and refers to fast magneto-acoustic compressional Alfv'en wave energy, δ B is a parallel component of magnetic field perturbation; the third term is also positive definite and refers to compressional acoustic energy; the fourth term is current free energy, accessible for j 0 · B 0 = 0 giving kink instability and the last term is associated with pressure gradient free energy, accessible for (
B is unit vector of magnetic field, R c is the curvature radius vector, the original point of the R c is on the x axial and points to the z direction.
To obtain most unstable mode (i.e. δW most negative) choose ξ to minimize the positive definite terms and maximize the negative (instability) terms.
The energy principle is variational, i.e.:
Here, δW is the change in potential energy due to ξ, and δK is the change in kinetic energy due to ξ, d V is volume integral element. For stability, i.e. δW > 0, or
, as the result, and the perturbation ξ should lower plasma potential energy to reach the "Taylor state". Hence a focused quasi spherical region should be formed naturally due to stability criteria.
Based on mankind's experience during 60 years of fusion research, the most probable successful fusion approach might be characterized by four important elements [3−6] :
a. Spherically-shaped plasma, without end loss and minimized free energy;
b. With peripheral magnetic field line reconnection to form a closed magnetic flux surface; c. The plasma has a high-speed rotation to suppress instabilities; d. During plasma formation process without experience of mass phase transition, Therefore, in summary, the existing fusion approaches can be classified in Table 1 .
MICF and governing equations
Based on the similarity between the early Sun and the 3D common focal region and the micro-pinch existence in X-pinch experiments, an alternative hybrid approach to fusion power is proposed on the basis of the MICF configuration of high velocity, fuel carrying particle beams impinging and converging in a common focal region, optionally assisted by using laser beams or RF heating, even by considering the beam and target effect [1] , quantum particle wave enhancement [7] , the experimental connection of at least two pinched plasma beams has been preliminarily carried out [8] . As a further evolution from the X-pinch concept [9] , this innovative approach [10, 11] includes a multiple beam configuration, symmetrical in three-dimensions with respect to each of the beams, which can improve plasma stability due to magnetic field line reconnection and fast rotation in the common focal region. Specifically, a four-beam configuration symmetrical in 3D space, as shown Fig. 1 , has been addressed together with its detailed characteristics.
Consider a point along the axis of any one of the four plasma beams, at a distance of r away from the geometric centre of the common focal region. The magnetic field within the selected beam along its central axis (due to the applied electric current) is zero. Assuming uniform distributions of density and electric charges in the four plasma beams, and neglecting the term due to the electric field, the magnetic field B generated by an electric current I c for each of the remaining three plasma beams is calculated by where R 0 (> r) is the cross-sectional radius of each plasma beam, also considered here to be the radius of the common focal region (R focal ), r cos β is the distance from the central axis of the first beam to the central axes of the remaining three beams (β = 90
• ) and µ 0 is the permeability of free space. Superposition of the Lorentz forces in the radial direction for the four beams at the common focal region gives the sum per unit volume, f m , as [12] 
Alternatively, the total Lorentz force per unit mass, in units of acceleration, is calculated as
Eq. (10) reflects a self-focusing effect of the four beams passing through a common region of intersection. The relationship between the above Lorentz force and r is linear. A similar linear relationship is observed on gravity for a massive sphere with a uniform density of ρ s , i.e.,
where G is the gravitational constant. This reveals a mathematical similarity between Lorentz force and gravity, both converging towards the geometric center and able to confine fusion reactions.
Considering the surface at a distance r from the center of the 3D common focal region, shown in Fig. 1 , similar in a way to earth's surface, there are at least four points of mathematical symmetry where the four plasma beams enter/cross the surface. At each of the four points of symmetry, the net magnetic force in a plane tangential to the surface is equal to zero. Connecting any two points of symmetry along the surface with a shortest path, it may be visualized that the mid-point along the path is also a point of symmetry. This process may be repeated to generate an infinite number of symmetry points. It can be shown in this iterative process that there are no magnetic forces other than those in the radial direction. It has been also demonstrated that the distribution of the Lorentz force in the radial direction is uniform [12] . Integrating Eq. (9) over a plasma sphere of radius R focal , the total Lorentz force, F total can be obtained
Similarly, integration of Eq. (11) over a massive sphere of radius R s gives its total gravity, F massive
Further dimensional analysis gives the following ratio of two pressures, p focal for the small plasma sphere of radius R focal and p s for the massive sphere of radius R s ,
It is possible to modify the mathematical equations describing a stellar structure [13] using a corrected gravitational constant. For a stellar structure, such as the Sun, the momentum equation, sometimes also referred to as the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, is given below.
Considering the mathematical similarity between the Lorentz force and gravity mentioned above, a simple dimensional analysis with Eq. (15) leads to
Further simplification of Eq. (16) gives,
Substitution of the corrected constant described in Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) gives the hydrostatic equilibrium equation for the common focal region, i.e.
The remaining equations for the common focal regions are identical to those describing a stellar structure under a similar dense plasma environment, i.e., dm dr = 4πr
where the first is the hydrostatic equilibrium equation, the second is the continuity equation, the third is the radiative transfer equation (provided radiative diffusion constitutes the only means of energy transfer), and the fourth is the thermal equilibrium equation, supplemented by the relations
where Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) are explained as follows. For a plasma medium formed out of heavy water vapour, the total number of ions in a unit volume is given by summing up all the ion species, i.e., deuterons and oxygen nuclei,
where n i is the number density for the i-th ion species; m H is the mass of each nucleon, e.g., proton, X D and X O are the mass volume fraction of deuterons and oxygen nuclei respectively. The mean atomic mass of the plasma medium µ I is defined by
from the Eq. (26), the value of µ I =6.6667 is obtained.
Assuming that the deuterium and oxygen atoms are fully ionized in the plasma region, the average number of nucleons per free electron is µ e = 2. Such a complete ionization condition usually exists in hydrogen-depleted stars in astrophysics. Neglecting the electron degeneracy pressure [13] that exists in an extreme dense environment due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics, the electrons could be regarded as the ideal gas and the corresponding electron pressure could be given by
where R is the ideal gas constant with a value of 8.31451 kJ kg·K . Substitution of Eq. (27) into Eq. (22) gives
where the third term reflects radiation pressure with a = 7.5646 × 10 (23) describe the radiative heat transfer due to interaction between photons and matter within the plasma region. The most important interactions within a high temperature plasma region are those involving free electrons, rather than the much heavier nuclei [13] , i.e., a. Electron scattering-the scattering of a photon by a free electron. This is known as Compton scattering, or in the nonrelativistic case, Thompson scattering;
b. Free-free absorption-the absorption of a photon by a free electron, which makes a transition to a higher energy state that can interact with a nucleus or ion. The inverse process, leading to the emission of a photon, is known as bremsstrahlung.
The opacity coefficient κ in Eq. (28) can be written for each of the above two mechanisms. The opacity resulting from electron scattering is temperature and density independent, i.e., a = b = 0.
where κ es,0 = 0.04 m 2 /kg and the X H is the mass fraction of hydrogen. For the case of heavy water plasma medium, X H = 0. The opacity resulting from free-free absorption is described by a relationship known as Kramers opacity law, with a = 1 and b = −7/2.
where the units for density and temperature are g/cm 3 and K respectively, and Calculation of fusion power output also requires a relationship for fusion reaction rate. Such a relationship has been developed for D-D reactions in a dense plasma environment, based on a quantum wave theory associated with an enhancement factor and in combination with solar information [12] , ρq = R 22 
where the deuteron density shall be 20% of the overall density ρ for the plasma mixture and a slightly underestimated exponent of 3.5 is used as the exponent for temperature [11] . Without the enhancement factor, the current theory of reaction cross section [14, 15] will be underestimated. Due to the super-conducting behavior of plasma at temperatures exceeding millions of degrees, Joule heating is neglected at the common focal region and therefore fusion is the only active mechanism for heat generation.
The equation group from (18) 
where it is tentatively assumed that T 0 is provided by lightning plasma (Z-pinched) velocity.
Numerical simulation
As an example calculation to demonstrate the value of the proposed four beam configuration, fusion power output is calculated for the region of intersection using the input data listed below. The above input data are consistent with regular lightning beams observed in nature [16] . The results of density distribution in the radial direction are shown in Fig. 2 for a small region within 0.1 mm from the geometric center of the focal region, or 2% of the value of R focal . The peak density is 799 g/cm 3 for the focal region, compared to the peak density of 158 g/cm 3 at the solar core [12] . The pressure distribution in the radial direction is shown in Fig. 3 together with calculated fusion power output. The peak fusion power output is 168 GW, or 840 times the estimated input power of 200 MW. This suggests that net energy output should be achieved with the four-beam configuration (see Fig. 1 ).
As a verification instance, numerical simulation has been carried out for the Sun in its early phase using Eq. (15) (30) are also used without any modifications instead of using Eq. (33) which is referring to deuteron-deuteron reactions, the following equation for proton-proton reactions [11] is used, i.e.
The numerical results are compared with those available in literature, as shown in Table 2 . The agreement is satisfactory considering that Kramers opacity law Eq. (30) [12] has an accuracy of about 20%. The power density distribution in the radial direction through the early Sun also can be obtained. 
Single beam under Z-pinch condition
In an effort to obtain each single beam solution of the four beams supporting the focal region, Eqs. (18), (19), (20) and (21) are re-written for a one beam axisymmetric case. Firstly, we have the following 
where m L and M L are the local and total masses of the plasma beam per unit length, respectively. The factor related to cosβ in Eq. (18) is not relevant to single beam case and therefore can be dropped. Similarly, the factor of 3 appearing in Eq. (9) is due to summation of the Lorentz forces for the four beams, is also not applicable for this case and its absence is compensated for in Eq. (39). In addition, the factor of radius squared is dropped in Eq. (18) based on dimensional analysis. The remaining equations are as follows
where F L is the amount heat generated per unit length for a region enclosed by radius r, due to Ohmic heating for the plasma beam under Z-pinch conditions. Compared to the 3D spherical case, the factor of 4πr 2 is replaced by a factor of 2πr consistently for this axisymmetric case, including Eq. (18) . Considering a simple deuterium high current plasma beam under Z-pinch conditions, and including the electron degeneracy pressure [13] similar to that exists in white dwarfs that may not be negligible for this case, the degeneracy (P Q ), thermal (P T ) and total (P ) pressures could be expressed as follows:
where µ I = µ e =2.0 for pure deuterium. The opacity coefficient for plasma temperatures in the order of 5,000-500,000 K, such as a natural lightning beam under Z-pinch conditions, can be dominated by a mechanism called bound-free absorption [9, 11, 16] i.e., the removal of an electron from an atom (ion) caused by the absorption of a photon. The inverse process is radiative recombination. The numerical estimation of the bound-free opacity is given below.
where for the case of a pure deuterium plasma beam, X H = 0, and
Substitution of Eq. (45) into Eq. (44) gives
Without fusion, the thermal energy source for the one beam case is Joule heating. Consequently,
where it is assumed that the current density ρ I is proportional to the plasma density based on a constant distribution of the electron drift velocity in the applied electric field with a strength of V /L and a correction factor due to the electron degeneracy pressure has been included. Relationship (47) can be further refined once relevant experimental data become available.
The following boundary conditions are set
Eqs. (39) to (43), (46) and (47) can be solved numerically, together with boundary conditions Eqs. (48) to (51), As an example, the input data listed below have been used for numerical solution using the above equations and boundary conditions. a. Fuel is pure deuterium in its plasma state, in the form of a plasma beam under Z-pinched conditions, similar to a natural lightning strike.
b. Radius of each beam core:
c. T 0 = 200,000 K for a natural lightning beam in the atmosphere, and P 0 = 0.
d. Applied electric current for each beam: I = 200,000 A, and voltage V = 500 V.
The temperature and density distributions in the radial direction were calculated and shown in Fig. 4 , where a relatively hot and dense plasma core is enclosed by a cooler shell region near the outer surface (R 0 > 0.2 mm). The maximum density was calculated to be 286 kg/m 3 . The peak degeneracy pressure (P Q ) was calculated to be 39 GPa, which is 8.2% of the peak thermal pressure (P T ) of 476 GPa.
A single beam conical axisymmetric pinch experiment has been performed recently. Authors are surprised to find some highlights of interesting self-focusing and self-stabilizing mechanisms during the recent productive experiments performed in June 2015, in collaboration with Sichuan University by ingeniously applying a "conical axisymmetric electric field" between the conductive ring installed in the discharge chamber wall and the dumping target (schematically shown in Fig. 5 ) during the path end of plasma pinch process, this conical axisymmetric electric field not only further accelerates plasma ions resulted from the axial component of electric field, but also makes plasma beam self-focused on a small spot with radius of 1.5 cm size due to the radial component effect of applied electric field for each single plasma beam formation, as a new important result, the sausage instability and kink mode instability are all suppressed for each conical axisymmetric pinch plasma beam. These encouraging experimental results led to the sausage instability and kink mode instability is entirely suppressed, and paved the way for next step of convergence of multiple Z-pinched plasma beams spatial symmetrically continuously focusing. A new MICF approach by merging MCF and ICF has been proposed and numerically simulated. Some properties of the common focal region have been analyzed. And the output power has been calculated. The formation and stability of a quasi-spherical focal region under counter balancing electro-magnetic fields is assured by the minimization principle of surface free energy. If small, rigid perturbations cause the plasma potential energy to be higher in one plasma beam, the radial magnetic force brings it down by doing work to minimize its potential energy. The spherical shape of the plasma region is therefore maintained and the stability will be ensured during the radial collapse of the plasma region to eventually ignite and sustain fusion reactions. The minimization principle manifests itself during the stable gravitational collapse of hydrogen plasma into stars and eventually into black holes for more massive stars in interstellar space. The results shown in Fig. 2 , for a small region within 2% of the radius of the focal region, demonstrate that the plasma region mass is highly concentrated near the geometric center. The level of mass concentration is also illustrated in Fig. 6 , where nearly 96% of the mass is concentrated within 1% of the relative distance (defined here as r/R 0 ), significantly exceeding the solar mass concentration. This is anticipated to have an enhancing effect on the focal region stability. The four plasma beams supporting the focal region, as shown in Fig. 1 , are also anticipated to be sufficiently stable based on minimum energy principle analysis. In nature, this is a necessary condition in order to achieve neutralization of electric charges between clouds, or from clouds to the ground. The electrical current within a typical negative cloud-to-ground lightning discharge rises very quickly to its peak value in 1-10 µs, then decays more slowly over 50-200 µs. The natural lightning beams [16] are therefore at least stable in the order of a few µs, which are the same orders of magnitude comparable with the confinement time achieved so far in laboratories for very dense plasmas.
Governing equations have been derived based on modification of astrophysics equations available in the literature using an equivalent gravitational constant concept for application to the common focal region of a multiple plasma beam configuration. The fusion fuel, such as deuterium contained in heavy water, can be turned into plasma and accelerated into the common focal region with large kinetic energies due to the electromagnetic forces in the multiple beams. Using input information consistent with lightning beams in nature; the governing equations have been solved numerically for the temperature, density and pressure distributions in the common focal region that lead to a prediction of net energy output.
Numerical simulations demonstrate that the plasma region mass is highly concentrated near the geometric center which is anticipated to have an enhancing effect on the focal region stability. The four plasma beams supporting the focal region are also anticipated to be sufficiently stable based on observation of the natural lightning beams, which are stable for durations in the order of microseconds.
As D-D fusion reactions are also associated with neutron emissions, the multiple beam configuration can be initially exploited in the short or intermediate term as a neutron source for applications in research and education, material testing, medical isotope production, nuclear waste treatment, as well as in hybrid reactor and nuclear fuel conversion concepts. In the longer term, fusion power from seawater may be achievable without the use of tritium as fuel.
Very high fusion gains [17, 18] were recently confirmed for the proton-boron (p-11 B) fusion reaction resulting in a very clean fusion energy source with no neutron production. This advanced fuel cycle is also can be utilized in MICF.
